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Abstract

We present FlexNeRF, a method for photorealistic free-
viewpoint rendering of humans in motion from monocular
videos. Our approach works well with sparse views, which
is a challenging scenario when the subject is exhibiting
fast/complex motions. We propose a novel approach which
jointly optimizes a canonical time and pose configuration,
with a pose-dependent motion field and pose-independent
temporal deformations complementing each other. Thanks
to our novel temporal and cyclic consistency constraints
along with additional losses on intermediate representation
such as segmentation, our approach provides high quality
outputs as the observed views become sparser. We empiri-
cally demonstrate that our method significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art on public benchmark datasets as well as
a self-captured fashion dataset. The project page is avail-
able at: https://flex-nerf.github.io/.

1. Introduction
Free-viewpoint rendering of a scene is an important

problem often attempted under constrained settings: on
subjects demonstrating simple motion carefully captured
with multiple cameras [17, 19, 20]. However, photoreal-
istic free-viewpoint rendering of moving humans captured
from a monocular video still remains an unsolved challeng-
ing problem, especially with sparse views.

Neural radiance fields (NeRF) have emerged as a pop-
ular tool to learn radiance fields from images/videos for
novel view-point rendering. Previous approaches assume
multiple view-points and often fail on non-rigid human mo-
tions. Human-specific NeRFs have recently become pop-
ular for learning models using input videos [27, 40]. The
current state-of-art approaches such as HumanNeRF [40]
have shown impressive progress in this domain. However,
there remain several challenges. Firstly, approaches such
as HumanNeRF [40] utilize a pose prior and use a canoni-

*Part of the work was done while the author was an intern at Amazon.

cal configuration (e.g. T-pose) for optimization, which may
be well outside the set of observed poses. The underlying
optimization becomes challenging especially as the num-
ber of observed views become sparse. In contrast, we se-
lect a pose from the available set of poses as the canon-
ical pose-configuration, similar to previous pose-free ap-
proaches such as D-NeRF [29]. This enables best of both
worlds; it becomes easier to learn a motion field mapping
due to smaller deformations while using a pose prior. In
addition, having the canonical view in the training data pro-
vides a strong prior for the optimization of the canonical
pose itself. Finally, it allows us to optimize the canonical
configuration with our novel pose-independent temporal de-
formation. We demonstrate that this architectural change
provides significantly better results compared to existing
approaches [24, 40].

In addition, approaches such as HumanNeRF [40] de-
pend on the estimated pose for the canonical configuration
optimization. Errors in the initial pose estimation, for ex-
ample, due to strong motion blur cause challenges in pose
correction. The underlying assumption that the non-rigid
motion is pose-dependent often fails in scenarios with com-
plex clothing and accessories, hair styles, and large limb
movements. Our proposed pose-independent temporal de-
formation helps to supplement the missing information in
its pose-dependent counterpart.

To this end, we introduce FlexNeRF, a novel approach
for jointly learning a pose-dependent motion field and pose-
independent temporal deformation within the NeRF frame-
work for modeling human motions. Moreover, we intro-
duce a novel cycle consistency loss in our framework, fur-
ther capitalizing on the fact that our canonical pose corre-
sponds to one of the captured frames. The consistency reg-
ularizes the estimated deformation fields by mapping back
and forth between each view and the canonical pose. More-
over, the information content of any frame in a motion se-
quence has a strong similarity to that of its neighbours.
Hence, we propose to utilize this contextual information
present in a consecutive set of frames to aid learning by
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imposing a temporal consistency loss. We additionally reg-
ularize the training by adding a supplementary loss based
on the segmentation masks. Our approach allows photo-
realistic rendering of a moving human even when sparse
views are available, by supplementing the pose-dependent
motion field with additional information during learning: (i)
pose-independent temporal deformation with ample pixel-
wise correspondences beyond the (typically 24) pose point-
correspondences, and (ii) consistency constraints/losses. In
summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose a novel approach to learn pose-
independent temporal deformation to complement the
pose-dependent motion for modeling humans in video,
using one of the views as the canonical view.

• We propose a novel cyclic-consistency loss to regular-
ize the learned deformations.

• We propose a temporal-consistency loss to aid learn-
ing with contextual information present in neighbour-
ing frames, as well as to maintain consistency across
consecutive rendered frames.

• Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, with significant improvement in case of
sparse views.

2. Related Work
2.1. Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs)

NeRFs attempt to learn a scene representation for novel-
view synthesis by modeling the radiance field with learn-
able functions. A variety of approaches have been proposed
recently for neural rendering, exploiting voxel grids [5,34],
neural textures [33,37], point-clouds [1,21], and neural im-
plicit functions [4, 25].

The landscape of neural rendering changed with NeRF
[22], which proposed a simple, yet revolutionary approach
for photorealistic novel-view synthesis of static scenes.
NeRF attempts to map from the 5-d light fields to 4-d space
consisting of color c (RGB) and density σ: likelihood that
the light ray at this 5-d co-ordinate is terminated by occlu-
sion. Since the introduction of original NeRF formulation,
several variations and improvements [15, 30, 36, 44] have
been proposed.

2.2. Neural Rendering of Dynamic Scenes

While originally proposed for static scenes, NeRF based
approaches have been recently extended to dynamic scenes,
for both rigid and non-rigid objects. These approaches can
be divided into two main categories: a) optimizing a canoni-
cal configuration, and b) directly optimizing the 4-D spatio-
temporal scenes. D-NeRF [29] is an example of the first
category, which attempts to map each observed frame to a

given canonical frame. Once the canonical scene has been
optimized for all available views, the novel-view can be ren-
dered from the canonical space, and mapped back to the
observed space. The same approach can be seen applied
to videos with simple motion and other settings [3, 26, 38].
In contrast, the approaches that directly estimate spatio-
temporal scene representations [14, 42] takes positional-
encoded or latent-coded time t as an input in-addition to
the spatial inputs, and attempts to predict the color and the
density along each ray.

2.3. Neural Rendering of Human Subjects

Compared to general rendering of dynamic scenes, hu-
man subject-specific rendering has additional challenges
in terms of complex non-rigid human motions. Priors
such as human pose that can provide additional informa-
tion for successful scene representation. Hence, most meth-
ods [27, 28, 41] begin with assuming SMPL template as
a prior [18]. Furthermore, most methods use multi-view
videos [16,23,39,43]. A few recent methods including Hu-
manNeRF [40] and others [3, 8, 38] use monocular videos,
whereas only the former attempts free-viewpoint rendering.
However, these approaches have challenges rendering pho-
torealistic outputs with sparse input views. We consider Hu-
manNeRF [40] as the closet work to ours and address the
aforementioned challenges.

3. Method
Given a sequence of frames of a monocular video with a

human manifesting complex motions, our goal is to achieve
photo-realistic free-viewpoint rendering and reposing. We
choose a frame as the canonical configuration (e.g. the mid-
point of the motion sequence) and learn it via: a) pose-
dependent (rigid and non-rigid) motion fields and b) pose-
independent temporal deformations.

3.1. Pose-Dependent Motion Fields

Given a canonical pose-configuration pc = (Jc,Ωc) and
the observed pose p = (J,Ω), where Ω represents the local
joint rotations and J represents the joint locations in 3D, we
define a pose-guided motion field mapping between the ob-
served and canonical spaces. We first compute the transfor-
mation Mk(p

c, p), and hence the translation tk and rotation
Rk matrices between the joint coordinates in observed and
canonical spaces, for a given body part k. Y (wi, ji) com-
putes the exponent of the local joint rotation wi of the joint
location ji using the Rodrigues’s formula [35],

Y (ωi, ji) =
∏

i∈τ(k)

[
exp(ωi) ji

0 1

]
, (1)

where τ(k) denotes the ordered set of parents of the kth

local joint. Subsequently, we compute the corresponding
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Figure 1. Overview of our approach. Pose-independent temporal deformation is used in conjunction with pose-dependent motion fields
(rigid and non-rigid). We choose one of the input frames as the canonical view, allowing us to use cyclic-consistency for regularization.

translation tk and rotation Rk matrices,

Mk(p
c, p) = Y (ωc

i , j
c
i ) {Y (ωi, ji)}−1

=

[
Rk tk
0 1

]
. (2)

Given the translation and rotation matrices, we compute
the rigid deformation xR between the observed and canon-
ical spaces by defining

L(x) =
K∑

k=1

wc
k(Rkx+ tk), (3)

which represents the likelihood that the position x is a part
of the subject. We obtain the set of blend weight volumes
in the canonical space {wk

c }Kk=1, where K is the total num-
ber of 3D joint locations. To this end, starting from a con-
stant random latent vector z, we generate the motion weight
volume W c(x) = CNNθR(x; z) ∈ R4 by optimizing the
parameters θR of the CNNθR [40]. We add a computed ap-
proximate Gaussian bone volume as a motion weight vol-
ume prior to the output of the last transposed convolution
layer before activation. Subsequently, we compute the rigid
deformation xR with the obtained L(x) and W c(x),

xR =

∑K
k=1 w

c
k(Rkx

o + tk)
2

L(x)
. (4)

The non-rigid deformation between the observed and
canonical spaces is then computed as a pose-guided offset

δxNR to the rigid deformation xR. We feed the positional
encoding τ(xR) to the non-rigid motion MLP as,

δxNR = MLPθNR
(γ(xR); Ω). (5)

We follow the approach defined in [22] to obtain the
positional encoding τ(x) of the position x. The non-rigid
motion MLP consists of six fully-connected layers with the
positional encoding τ(xR) and the local joint rotations Ω
(without global rotation) as the inputs with τ(xR) skip-
connected to the fifth layer to generate the offset. Since
the initial pose estimate p obtained from off-the-shelf tech-
niques such as SPIN [12] or VIBE [11] can be erroneous,
we perform a pose correction following [40].

3.2. Pose-Independent Temporal Deformation

We strategically set the canonical configuration to an
observed frame in the training set, allowing us to access
observed (xo) and canonical (xc) positions as a source of
information. Furthermore, having a common canonical
anchor when learning a dynamic setting ensures that the
scene is inter-connected across frames and no longer in-
dependent between time instances, which is intuitive and
known to provide quality performance [29]. This ground-
ing aids the model to learn preserving temporal consis-
tency of the dynamic scene. Nevertheless, such an approach
which optimizes a canonical time configuration does not
work well alone for free-viewpoint rendering where we are
required to render a 3600 camera path with complex mo-
tion. Hence, we utilize a combined approach of pose-guided
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and pose-independent (time-guided) canonical configura-
tion optimization. Results in Sec. 5 show that the combined
approach allows high quality photorealistic rendering with
sparse views.

We compute the pose-independent temporal deformation
between a point position in the observation space xo to the
canonical space xc with a temporal deformation MLP, sim-
ilar to D-NeRF [29]. This temporal deformation ∆xT is
defined by,

∆xT = MLPθTD
(γ(xo), γ(xc); (to, tc)), (6)

where to is the observed time stamp defined by (to =
τ(vot )), and tc is the canonical time stamp defined by (tc =
τ(vct )). vt ∈ R5 is a learnable vector representation ini-
tialised proportional to the frame sequence index of the
monocular video.

In contrast to D-NeRF [29], we set the temporal vectors
to be learnable due to several reasons. Even though the pro-
gression of frame sequence indices are linear, the progres-
sion of temporal information throughout a video is highly
non-linear. For instance, there can be rapid motion between
two consecutive frames in a video, whereas there can be no
motion between another two consecutive frames in the same
video. Hence, it is not intuitive to allocate a linear represen-
tation to the temporal vectors {vt}. Furthermore, albeit be-
ing a contrasting approach to ours, DyNeRF [13] presents
strong evidence that trainable (latent) codes can better han-
dle complex scene dynamics such as large deformations and
topological changes. We heavily regularize the training of
these temporal vectors in order to ensure that they are con-
tained within practical limits.

The temporal deformation MLP, MLPθTD
consists of 8

fully connected layers with the positional encoded tempo-
ral vectors τ(vot )) and τ(vct )), and the positional encoded
point position vectors τ(xo) and τ(xc) as inputs. The ob-
served encodings τ(vot )) and τ(xo) are skip connected to
the fifth layer to generate the deformation ∆xT . Finally,
we aggregate the pose-guided rigid motion xR, pose-guided
non-rigid motion δxNR (as an offset to xR), and the pose-
independent temporal deformation ∆xT to produce the pre-
dicted canonical configuration x̂c,

x̂c = (xR + δxNR)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pose-guided motion

field

+ ∆xT︸︷︷︸
pose-independent

temporal deformation

(7)

3.3. Cyclic Consistency

Having obtained the predicted canonical configuration
x̂c, we predict the RGB color c and the density σ at a
given spatial location. Rather than directly predicting (c, σ)
from the canonical space similar to the existing approaches
[29, 40, 43], we propose to break the prediction process in
two steps: a) transformation from canonical (x̂c) to ob-
served (x̂o) space, and b) (c, σ) prediction from x̂o.

The proposed approach yields the opportunity to enforce
a cyclic consistency constraint (observed xo → canonical
x̂c → observed x̂o) on the output of the canonical to ob-
served transformation MLP, x̂o = MLPθCO

(γ(x̂c)). Fur-
thermore, having two separate specialized networks rather
than one network to map from the rays in the canonical
space to (c, σ) in the observation space is more flexible and
is empirically more effective as shown in Sec. 5.

The MLPθCO
has a similar architecture to MLPθTD

,
without the temporal vectors as inputs. The subsequent
scene representation MLP, (c, σ) = MLPθc(γ(x̂

o)) has a
similar architecture to the network proposed in [22]. Prior
to feeding x̂c and x̂o to the corresponding networks, each
vector is positional encoded.

3.4. Volume Rendering and Refinement Network

We follow the volume rendering approach described in
NeRF [22] by defining the expected alpha (density) mask
A(r) and the expected color C(r) for a give ray r,

A(r) =

D∑
i=1


i−1∏
j=1

(1− αj)

αi (8)

C(r) =

D∑
i=1


i−1∏
j=1

(1− αj)

αic(xi) (9)

αi = L(xi){1− exp(−σ(xi)∆zi)}, (10)

where D is the number of samples, and ∆zi is the interval
between consecutive samples. We employ the same strati-
fied sampling approach described in [22].

To further enhance the photorealism of the ren-
dered images, we use a refinement network Îo =
CNNθFT

(C(r),A(r)) to add fine-grained details to the
rendered image, similar to latent diffusion approaches [31].
The refinement network CNNθFT

consists three transposed
convolution layers and outputs the final rendered image Îo.

3.5. Rendering Segmentation Mask

The segmentation masks for the input frames can be ob-
tained using an off-the-shelf segmentation network [9]. We
use them to apply an additional loss to improve the den-
sity estimation. Note that rendering A(r) results in the pre-
dicted segmentation M̂ = A(r), which is compared against
the real segmentation mask M . This helps to eliminate the
halo effects [28,40] and provide sharper boundaries. Empir-
ically, we observed that thresholding the predicted segmen-
tation mask, M̂ = A(r)H(A(r), b) works better, where b
is a threshold value and

H(A(r), b) =

{
1 if A(r) > b

0 otherwise.
(11)
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Input Novel View 1 Novel View 2
HumanNeRF [40] Ours Ground Truth HumanNeRF [40] Ours Ground Truth

Figure 2. Qualitative comparison of rendered novel views on the ZJU-MoCap dataset. Notice the higher quality of rendered images from
our method on details such as faces, buttons on shirt, etc.

However, using a fixed threshold b makes learning dif-
ficult at the start of training. To ease learning, we make
b a learnable parameter and re-define M̂ = (A(r) +
b)H(A(r), b), so that it is differentiable with respect to b.
We observe that b goes to 0 as training progresses, as in the
ideal case. Compared to previous approaches such as [10],
this does not require us to depend on estimated depths,
which could themselves be erroneous due to complex non-
rigid motions.

4. Learning the FlexNeRF model
In this section we describe the loss functions used to

learn the FlexNeRF model and discuss details with respect
to optimization and ray-sampling.

4.1. Loss Functions

NeRFs are typically trained with a combination of losses
between the rendered and observed frames. In addition,
FlexNeRF also uses a combination of segmentation loss,

cyclic consistency loss and temporal consistency loss as de-
fined below.
Segmentation Loss: We apply the BCE-Dice loss between
the predicted and ground truth binary segmentation masks

LS =
1

N

∑[
M logM̂ + (1−M)log(1− M̂)

]
+

2|M ∩ M̂ |
|M |+ |M̂ |

,
(12)

where N is the number of pixels in the segmentation mask.
Cyclic Consistency Loss: We introduce a cyclic consis-
tency constraint on the canonical to observation space trans-
formation, using Mean Squared Error (MSE) between x̂o

and xo defined by,

LCCL =
1

L

L∑
i=1

(x̂o
i − xo

i )
2, (13)

where L is the number of positional samples.
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Input Novel View 1 Novel View 2 Novel View 3
HumanNeRF Ours HumanNeRF Ours HumanNeRF Ours

Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of novel rendered views on SCF dataset (top two rows) and the People Snapshot dataset (bottom row)
using sparse views. Our approach significantly improves the results.

Dataset Views Method LPIPS ×103 ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑

PeopleSnapshot [2]

HumanNeRF [40] 39.27 27.65 0.8816
Sparse‡ Ours 37.11 28.09 0.9003

Full
Neural Body [28] 57.67∗ 24.62 0.8490
HumanNeRF [40] 36.79 28.05 0.8984

Ours 35.63 28.77 0.9043

ZJU-MoCap [7, 28]

HumanNeRF [40] 36.02 29.82 0.9597
Sparse‡ Ours 31.68 30.18 0.9685

Full
Neural Body [28] 52.28 29.07 0.9615
HumanNeRF [40] 31.72 30.24 0.9679

Ours 29.01 31.73 0.9765
Neural Body [28] 48.62 25.07 0.9131
HumanNeRF [40] 39.71 26.12 0.9366SCF Dataset† Sparse‡

Ours 34.26 29.55 0.9627

Table 1. Comparison of performance across benchmark datasets. ∗ refers to adjusted LPIPS from the values reported in [43] to fit the same
scale as our experiments. † refers to the Self-Captured Fashion (SCF) dataset. ‡ indicates the model trained with sparse (∼ 40) views.
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Figure 4. LPIPS metric comparison on ZJU-MoCap between Hu-
manNeRF [40] and our method with decreasing number of views.

Temporal Consistency Loss (TCL): We identify that im-
posing temporal consistency constraints can be valuable
at two instances: a) while rendering consecutive training
frames {Îo}kt=−k and b) while applying temporal deforma-
tion from consecutive training frames to the canonical frame
{∆xT }kt=−k. To this end, we employ the cycle-back re-
gression consistency loss proposed in [6]. The cycle-back
regression attempts to determine the temporal proximity of
rendered frames or deformation vectors, and penalize the
model if they are not in close temporal proximity. Given
a rendered frame or a deformation vector u, and neighbors
{vk}, we compute the similarity vector βk,

βk =
exp(−∥u− vk∥2)∑
j exp(−∥u− vj∥2)

, (14)

where u, vk ∈ {vk} and β is a discrete distribution of sim-
ilarities over time. We impose a Gaussian prior on β by
minimizing the normalized square distance,

µ =
∑
k

kβk σ2 = βk(k − µ)2 (15)

LTCL =
|i− µ|2

σ2
+ λlog(σ), (16)

where λ is a regularization parameter. Finally, the ren-
dering loss Lrend, the canonical loss Lcan, and the overall
loss L are defined as

Lrend = LLPIPS(Î
o, Io) + LMSE(Î

o, Io) (17)

+ LTCL({Îo}kt=−k)

Lcan = LMSE(x̂
c, xc) + LTCL({∆xT }kt=−k) (18)

L = Lrend + Lcan + LCCL + LS (19)

4.2. Optimization Details
Delayed Modular Optimization: We follow a delayed-
optimization approach similar to [40] to optimize the non-
rigid motion, binary segmentation, and the refinement mod-
ules of our method. Optimizing these modules from the be-
ginning yields lower performance as they rely on adequate
inputs from the rest of the system. Hence, we freeze these
modules initially, and unfreeze them gradually during the
course of training.

HumanNeRF Ours HumanNeRF Ours

Figure 5. Comparing the rendering of the canonical view for SCF
(left) and ZJU-Mocap (right) datasets. Our approach is able to
learn a higher quality canonical view.

Ray Sampling: Since LPIPS use a convolution-based ap-
proach to extract features, we use patch-based ray sampling
following [32,40] instead of random ray sampling [22] from
the whole image.

5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Benchmark Datasets and Metrics

We evaluate the proposed method on two public datasets:
ZJU-MoCap [7, 28] and People Snapshot [2], and one Self-
Captured Fashion (SCF) dataset. The People Snapshot
dataset has 7 sequences of monocular videos of human sub-
jects displaying rotating motions in front of a static cam-
era. For the ZJU-MoCap dataset, we use 6 sequences to
be compatible with [40] for comparison purposes. We use
only the views from the first camera to simulate monocular
video settings for training, and use the views from rest of
the cameras for evaluation. Videos from both ZJU-MoCap
and People Snapshot datasets are carefully captured under
lab settings.

For the SCF dataset, we captured 7 sequences of monoc-
ular videos freely where the movements are solely up to
the discretion of the consenting subjects. In contrast to the
public datasets: a) the subjects are wearing complex cloth-
ing and accessories, and the movements are fast, b) videos
are captured without any controlled settings, and c) the cap-
tured videos are brief with only one full rotation. Due to
the absence of ground truths for the SCF and People Snap-
shot datasets, we evaluate the rendered frames by holding
random frames from training. We use LPIPS, PSNR, and
SSIM [44] as evaluation metrics.

5.2. Results and Analysis
Quantitative Results: Table 1 compares our method
against HumanNeRF [40] and Neural-Body [28] across the
three datasets. We consider two settings: Full, using all the
frames and Sparse, using a sparse number of views. To gen-
erate the Sparse setting, we remove stationary frames from
the video and any subsequent frames after the first com-
plete rotation of the subject. Subsequently, we re-sample
every kth frame, where k is chosen such that ∼ 8− 10% of
the original number of frames remain. Our approach out-
performs HumanNeRF and NeuralBody across all metrics

7



Ablation LPIPS ×103 ↓ ∆ PSNR ↑ ∆ SSIM ↑ ∆× 10−2

HumanNeRF 39.71 0.00 26.12 0.00 0.9366 0.00
Ours (full) 34.26 -5.45 29.55 +3.43 0.9627 +2.61

Ours (w/o PID) 37.12 -2.59 27.42 +1.30 0.9469 +1.03
Ours (w/o CO-MLP + CCL) 36.86 -2.85 28.50 +2.38 0.9509 +1.43

Ours (w/o TCL) 36.17 -3.54 27.94 +1.82 0.9521 +1.55
Ours (w/o RF) 35.04 -4.67 29.17 +3.05 0.9593 +2.27
Ours (w/o BS) 35.78 -3.93 29.07 +2.95 0.9601 +2.35

Table 2. Ablation: Effect of removing various modules and losses from our full approach on the SCF dataset. PID: Pose-Independent
temporal Deformation module, CO-MLP: Canonical-to-Observed transformation MLP, CCL: Cyclic Consistency Loss, RF: Refinement
MLP, BS: Binary Segmentation Loss, TCL: Temporal Consistency Loss.

Worst case Best Case

Figure 6. Each cell shows the original training frame (left) with
rendered frame using the same viewpoint after training. Note that
for difficult/challenging poses, HumanNeRF (right) fails to mini-
mize the training loss compared to ours (middle).

in the Full setting. Since HumanNeRF is significantly bet-
ter than Neural Body using all the frames, we only compare
with HumanNeRF for sparse view setting. Our approach
also outperforms HumanNeRF in the Sparse setting for all
three datasets as shown in Table 1.
Analysis of Number of Views: To further analyze the ef-
fect of the number of views, we train various models using
different number of input views. Figure 4 compares the per-
formance of LPIPS metric for our method against Human-
NeRF [40] with varying number of views. Our approach is
better than HumanNeRF for all settings, with significant re-
duction in LPIPS metric as the number of views decreases.
Quality of Canonical View: An interesting analysis is to
visualize the quality of the canonical view rendering itself.
This indicates how well the model can learn deformations
and fuse information from various frames. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, our approach can produce significantly higher qual-
ity of rendering for canonical view, thanks to our proposed
pose-independent temporal deformation.
Quality of Rendered Training View: We can infer how
well the NeRF model is minimizing the training loss by re-
rendering the trained model using the same viewpoint as

input training frames. Figure 6 shows the best and worst
frames for training loss minimization. Notice that for easy
poses (frontal), the rendered training frame from both Hu-
manNeRF and our method are visually similar to the orig-
inal training frame. However, for challenging poses (side
view), the quality and accuracy of rendered training frame
is significantly higher for our method compared to Human-
NeRF. Infact, in the example shown in Figure 6 (top row),
HumanNeRF totally fails to render the correct pose of the
training frame itself, hindering overall learning. This again
highlights the pitfalls of pose-dependent learning, and in-
dicates that our method can better transform input frames
to canonical frame, thanks to the proposed cyclic consis-
tency constraint and pose-independent temporal deforma-
tion. Moreover, our method can render neighbouring frames
that are not used for training in the sparse setting by pass-
ing the interpolated frame index. However, both our method
and HumanNeRF share similar challenges generating com-
pletely unseen poses beyond the range in the input video.
Qualitative Results: Figs. 2 and 3 show qualitative results
for rendering from novel view-points for the ZJU-MoCap
and SCF datasets respectively. Our approach renders higher
quality novel-views compared to HumanNerf (on faces, but-
tons on t-shirts, etc.).
Ablations: Table 2 shows the effect of removing various
modules from our full approach. We observe that all the
proposed losses and constraints contribute to the perfor-
mance improvement.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we presented FlexNeRF: a novel method

for photorealistic free-viewpoint rendering of moving hu-
mans starting with monocular videos. Our proposed frame-
work utilizes pose-independent temporal deformation along
with cycle consistency to better model the complex hu-
man motions with sparse input views. Experiments demon-
strated that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches in rendering novel viewpoints. We hope that our
work will spark future research in the challenging problem
of free-viewpoint rendering from in-the-wild videos.
Acknowledgments: This project was partially funded by the
DARPA SemaFor (HR001119S0085) program.
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